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CEO’s edition…
By solving geothermal,
CeraPhi is solving energy
“2020 has been a year like no other, yet In

The mission “Count Down 2050” is to enable

these challenging and uncertain times we

>500GW of clean renewable energy from

founded a company, CeraPhi, built on our

Geothermal within the next 30 years to

commitment to each other as co-founders,

support the energy transition from Fossil Fuels

employees, collaborators and stakeholders.

and help meet climate change goals in line with

With a like-minded pledge to solve a huge

the Paris 2050 agreement.

challenge, unlocking the energy beneath our
feet, making it available everywhere, cost

Karl Farrow – CEO

effective, modular and scalable.

CeraPhi Energy

Count Down 2050 Stats - Start the Clock

= 11,000 Days to go

= 0MW Installed

= 5MW Ongoing

= >9,000MW Negotiating

= £ 0m Value

= 0m Tons Co2 Reduced

The Paris Agreement came into force on 4 November 2016, 30 days after at least 55 Parties to the
Convention, that accounted for at least an estimated 55 percent of all global greenhouse emissions, had
deposited their instruments of ratification, acceptance, approval or accession with the Depositary.

Geo Facts

The term “Geothermal” comes from the Greek
words for earth (“geo”) and heat (“thermos”).
Residential heat pumps are not considered
“Geothermal” but “Thermal” Energy. Stored
energy is provided by the solar effect from
the sun, heating the outer surface, where the
earth average temperature is about 14°c. This
means that installing a heat pump system
a few metres underground can absorb that
energy and provide a consistent temperature
of >20°c all year long, or even cooling at
shallower depths.
For every 100 Metres you go below ground,
the temperature increases on average by 3°c.
While other renewable energies such as wind

Temperatures between 5km to 10km can

power or solar power are more popularly used

provide 50,000 times more energy than we

today, Geothermal Energy is on the rise, and

currently use in Oil & Gas - a Clean Renewable

due to its ubiquitous nature and ability to

Energy forever.

provide us with a 24/7 baseload energy supply
anywhere it can be used for a wide variety of

Geothermal Energy is more than 2,000 years

applications such as power, heating, cooling,

old and is believed to be first used in China.

food drying, desalination, mineral extraction
and hydrogen production.

Geothermal
Benefits
supporting
2050 Zero
CO2
> 24 / 7 Baseload energy

> Off-grid and on-grid

> 100 percent Green and Sustainable

> Deployable almost anywhere

> Continuous energy source

> Not dependent on weather or season

> Electricity and direct Heat & Cooling

> Not influenced by external energy prices

> Security and Independence

Geo
thermal
is the
New Oil

Although I had been involved with Wind and Solar
developments, played with various versions of Biomass,
Biofuels etc. all of which have their place of course
in the renewable mix, it all seemed quite pointless,
chopping down trees, ripping up our countryside, our
fields full of Solar Panels and our beautiful horizons
tarnished with endless networks of Windmills, and
it seemed to me more destructive than anything we
have ever done offshore in Oil and Gas. What we did
was all out at sea; nobody ever saw that stuff…. I
just couldn’t see the link between where Oil and Gas
was going wrong and where installing tons of plastic
and fiber glass on our landscape was supposed to
be helping climate change or where its was adding
anything different other than a small proportion of
our energy when the sun was shining or when the
wind was blowing. Well, that was until I discovered

Having been fortunate enough to have had a somewhat

Geothermal Energy, that was the “Yoda Moment” for

diverse and successful career in the global energy

me, a fundamental life changing moment that made

sector, primarily within the Oil and Gas sector, as a

me realise that there was a place for Oil and Gas, but

senior executive, Investor and business entrepreneur,

it wasn’t using it for producing energy. When I looked

I found myself a few years ago challenged with the

deeply at Geothermal, I also realised that there hadn’t

dilemma of being in a strange, quite lonely place.

been much new done in the space, and that was an

A place where more and more I started to feel guilty for

understatement. It didn’t even feature as a Renewable

what I had been given, what I had taken and wasted

Energy Source in many cases.

from what the energy sector had given me, with little
thought to the effect that my, our or this contribution

There you have it, after nearly 30 years in the energy

was having on the global scale, specifically the

sector I finally realised the reason for my life’s journey,

environment and more importantly Climate Change.

discovering the true potential of the energy beneath
our feet. So I decided to do something about it. I set out
to bring together the best minds and experts I could
find with the mission to develop a scalable solution to
unleash Geothermal Energy from its ubiquitous state;
to take a natural energy source that we have been
using, albeit in secret in many respects, for more than
2,000 years out of its realms of scientific phenomena
and bringing engineering into the equation to put
Geothermal on the same playing field as wind and
solar. My mission was for Geothermal to fill the gap
as a clean 24/7 baseload energy. Our aim is to make
Geothermal and energy, which can be made everywhere
and anywhere, the solution in the next 30 years to help
organisations and governments meet their 2050 Paris
Agreement targets to achieve net zero.

Karl Farrow – CEO
CeraPhi Energy

Founder Facts Karl Farrow Chief Executive Officer
Guilds HNC, and working for

Gulf of Mexico, Brazil and

various companies in Oil and

West Africa for major

Gas across Europe, he quickly

independent oil companies

moved through supervisory

(IOC). Karl sold the business

and management positions.

in 2010, settling between

His natural flair for leadership

Spain and Mexico. A fluent

led him to establish his own

Spanish speaker Karl consulted

consultancy business in

and worked as an advisor to

2001 aged just 32. He built a

major IOC, NOCs, Investment

Born in Leiston in Suffolk,

successful project management

Institutions and governments

Karl started at the age of 16

consultancy business between

in Mexico and Latin America on

as a trade apprenticeship at

the UK and Spain, developing

policy, regulatory framework,

a local Rig Builders facility,

proprietary risk mitigation

project and political risk, and

building drilling rigs. Having

software, operating globally

execution delivery.

completed a four-year City and

with significant business in the

Team Antics -

Advisory Board

Who’s Who in
CeraPhi

Chris Sladen
OBE / MBE
Gary Williams
Co Founder COO
40 Yrs. Business
Leadership and
Strategy

40 Years Retired BP
President
LATAM, Geosciences
Energy

Celia Anderson
20 Years Renewables UK
Director, STEM, Skills for
Energy Founder, DTI

Iain Pittman

Per Gwalter

Martin Hindicky

Co Founder CTO
30 Yrs. Subsurface
Project Management
Well Engineering

Co Founder CPO
30 Yrs. Geothermal
Drilling Project
Management

Co Founder CBO
10 Yrs. Energy
Business Economics

Neil Geary
40 Years Retired BP
Corporate Affairs
Energy Expert

Roy Baria

Nigel Cheshire

Richard Jenkins

Ashima Goyal

HSEQ
30 Yrs. Corporate HSE
Leadership

Project Manager
30 Yrs. Project
Management
Engineering

Program Manager
10 Yrs. Software
Development
Engineering

40 Years Global
Geothermal Expert EGS
Pioneer Eden Project

Geo News A bit of history about what’s been going on
Getting
behind
a
Mission;
The “Count Down Net Carbon”

enabling the foundation and

process to de-risk and bring

by 2050 or “Count Down 2050”

building blocks to underpin

Geothermal to the forefront of

as we have branded it, is our

the best practice plug and

the Renewable Energy Modular

mandated initiative to support

play solution to a Geothermal

Solution to 24/7 baseload

the transition away from fossil

Cascade unleashing a blended

where it fits perfectly with

fuel using our vast knowledge

mix of scalable solutions to

wind and solar in providing a

base, diverse experience from

industry under a licensable

sustainable, quick, accessible

Oil & Gas to get behind an

technology platform. Our

and cost effective solution to

orchestrated combination of

CeraPhiWelltm Patented design

achieve an energy transition in

technology and innovation

is the starting point of our

a truly bipartisan spirit.

Kick starting
the business:
As we mentioned earlier, whilst others
were fighting the effects of the Covid
19 Lockdown, the founders of CeraPhi
decided this was an opportunity to
rebrand, repackage and relaunch our

Quarterly
Milestones Achieved:
> Initial Investor £1m SEED Round
Successfully Completed.
>S
 eries “A” Round on track to launch January
2021.
>E
 mployee head count from five founders to
more than 10 and increasing.

aspirations and take matters of Climate

> Six-strong advisory board and increasing.

Change and the Energy Transition

> First technology patent filed.

into our own hands and on the 1st of
September 2020 CeraPhi Energy was
officially launched.

> Brand trademarks filed.
> New HSEQ integrated system under
development.
>S
 everal major contracts under negotiation.

Developing the
Energy Cascade
from the Heat
Beneath our Feet:
As the UK increases its focus

Our aspirations at CeraPhi combine

selection of applications suitable

on Wind to provide the solution

a transitional expertise from Oil

to various temperatures of

to meeting its obligations to a

and Gas providing an innovative

heats. CeraPhi has made this

carbon zero transition, CeraPhi

approach as to what steam

part of its intellectual property

and the team prepares the

can provide a modern world in

for innovation and technology

clear alternative. The UK’s

transition and how we can access

development providing a Cascade

infrastructure is designed on

and harness the heat beneath our

of Clean Green 24/7 Baseload

Victorian industrialisation, from

feet. In fact, it’s this innovation

Energy solutions for Sustainable,

the time when George Stephenson

and our ability to capture the

Scalable and Cost Effective

decided that placing a giant

use of this heat in a multitude of

delivery world wide as a Made-in-

kettle on wheels was going to be

applications within the energy

the-UK solution.

the solution to transportation.

space that provides us with a vast

Initiating the age of steam
travel by rail, steam and hot water
fuelled by burning coal has been
at the heart of industrialisation
and positioned the UK as a global
pioneer in engineering and energy
around the world.

Boris Johnson teases ‘big bet’
for UK on wind, hydrogen
and CCS

Delivering the Geothermal Cascade
District Heating
& Cooling

Power Distribution
Accessing
Heat

Turbine &
Generator

EV Charging
Network

Battery
Charging
& Lithium

Greenhouse
Agriculture

Harnessing the Heat Beneath Our Feet

Hydrogen
Production
Desalination
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